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High-resolution photoemission from a tunable quantum well: Cu„111…/Na

A. Carlsson, B. Hellsing, S.-A˚ . Lindgren, and L. Wallde´n
Physics Department, Chalmers University of Technology, 41296 Go¨teborg, Sweden

~Received 23 December 1996!

High-resolution photoemission (DE55 meV) at a low photon energy~3.82 eV! is used to probe discrete
quantum-well-type subband states near, below, and aboveEF for Cu~111! covered with 2 ML or less of Na. A
subband characteristic of the monolayer range shifts gradually to lower energy as the coverage is increased,
extending below the Fermi level for coverages above 0.85 ML. Combined with previous observations of shifts
for filled and empty states the present results show that the Na monolayer has continuously tunable quantum-
well state energies. Beyond the monolayer range quantum-well states characteristic of both one and two atomic
layers are observed, indicating growth of the second layer via monolayer high islands. A small downshift, by
25 meV, with increasing coverage in the second layer is ascribed to an increase of the island size. Lorentzian
photoemission line shapes are observed for well-ordered samples. The linewidth varies linearly with tempera-
ture in the probed range~130–295 K! and this is ascribed to the phonon contribution to the width. Structural
disorder leads to an asymmetric line, which is Lorentzian on the steeper, low-kinetic-energy side.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali-metal monolayers on metal substrates have lo
attracted interest as examples of simple chemisorp
systems1 and, more recently, as examples of simple me
quantum wells.2 One main objective of electron spectr
scopic work is to monitor the development, as more alk
metal is adsorbed, of the overlayer into a slab of metal w
properties different from those of the substrate when thi
either clean or covered with an array of dispersed alk
metal atoms. Some of the recent work has focused on
coverage dependence of the valence electron structure a
alkali metal is adsorbed on a metal substrate, such
Cu~111! ~Ref. 3! and Be~0001! ~Ref. 4!, with, for a certain
range ofki values, a band gap about the Fermi level. In th
cases discrete quantum-well-type states may form in
overlayer and be detected by photoemission or inverse p
toemission methods. One question of interest is whether
electronic structure depends on coverage in a gradual ma
or if, as suggested,3,4 there is at some coverage a stepw
change associated with a structural transformation occur
maybe in concert with an onset of metal character.

Here we report on angle-resolved photoelectron spe
recorded at a low photon energy~3.82 eV! and with a high
energy resolution~5 meV! for Cu~111! covered with be-
tween 0.7 and 2 atomic layers of Na. The light source i
1-mW He-Cd laser that gives sufficient emission intensity
observe emission out of rather weakly populated states in
energy range extending to around 10 kT above the Fe
level. This is an important energy range where the pres
photoemission results provide a useful complement to e
tron spectroscopic results for states aboveEF , obtained by
inverse photoemission~IPES! and two-photon photoemissio
~PPES!. For alkali monolayers the energy range nearEF is of
particular interest for observing states responsible for the
velopment of an overlayer with metal character.

The overlayer states observed for 1 and 2 ML of Na
Cu~111! have energies within 0.1 eV ofEF . This means that
560163-1829/97/56~3!/1593~8!/$10.00
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the photoemission lines are narrow, having widths that
due mainly to thermal vibrations and static disorder. For
monolayer state both of these sources of broadening are
served. In the temperature range studied, 130–295 K,
thermal vibrations give Lorentzian lines with an ener
spread proportional toT. A marked asymmetry of emissio
peak is observed at submonolayer coverages and this is
cribed to the disordered structure of the overlayer. Some
the results discussed below have been presented
previously.5

II. EXPERIMENT

The photoelectron energy distributions are recorded w
a spectrometer used also for high-resolution electron-ene
loss measurements~Leybold EL22!. At the settings used for
the present work the elastic peak has a width of 7 meV. T
emission from the overlayer states is due top-polarized light.
The intensity ofp-polarized light may be varied via al/4
plate or damping filters inserted in the beam. A reduced
tensity is necessary at some coverages. At high monola
coverages light from the 1-mW He-Cd laser~hn53.82 eV,
incident at an angle of 79°! would produce a count rate ex
ceeding 106 s21 and saturate the detector. Na is evapora
at a rate of around 10 min per atomic layer onto a Cu~111!
crystal cleaned by argon ion bombardment~1 mA, 500 eV!
followed by annealing~600 K!. Na is evaporated from a
glass ampoule brokenin situ and held at constant tempera
ture during an experimental run.

The temperature at the sample surface is measured via
width of the Fermi edge. The adsorbed amount of alk
metal is obtained from the deposition time using as a re
ence the evaporation time needed to produce one full mo
layer. At this coverage the emission from the monolay
state has nearly maximum intensity and the energy shift o
state characteristic of the monolayer saturates. As discu
further below there is a small difference~4%! between the
evaporation times needed to give maximum intensity a
1593 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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saturation of the shift. Another measure of the adsor
amount is given by the work-function change, which is o
tained either from the width of the photoelectron ener
spectrum or by the diode method using the monochrom
of the loss spectrometer as beam source.

III. RESULTS

A. Energy shifts

Figure 1 shows spectra recorded along the surface no
of the Cu~111!/Na sample at different Na coverages in t
monolayer range with the sample kept at room tempera
~RT!. For coverages above 0.82 ML a peak correspondin
states near the Fermi energy is observed. The peak shif
lower initial energy as the coverage is increased until sa
ration is reached at an energy of297 meV. The initial state
energy is given relative toEF and the minus sign indicate
that the energy is belowEF . The zero of the energy scale
obtained from spectra recorded at low alkali-metal covera
when the monolayer state peak is not prominent and
spectra are rather flat near the Fermi edge. At covera
below 0.82 ML the emission extending beyond the Fer
edge indicates that the Fermi cutoff function prevents cl
observation of the state when it falls aboveEF . That this is
the case is demonstrated by the spectra obtained after
pensation for the reduced occupancy of states aboveEF ~Fig.
2!. The spectra shown in Fig. 2 are thus the spectra show
Fig. 1 multiplied by 11e(E2EF)/kT. With the high emission
intensities obtained this procedure allows peaks to be
solved for energies below around 10 kT above the Fe
level. Prior to multiplication a flat spectrometer backgrou
intensity is subtracted from the spectra. This has an ap
ciable effect only near the high-energy limit of the prob
range. The Fermi-Dirac factor is calculated using the exp
mentally determined position and width of the Fermi edge
small Na coverages or high emission angles when the ph
electron energy spectrum is rather flat below the Fe
edge.5 Figure 3 shows a plot of the energy versus cover

FIG. 1. Photoelectron energy spectra at initial energies near
Fermi level at a photon energy of 3.82 eV recorded along the
face normal of Cu~111! covered by the different monolaye
amounts of Na given in the diagram. The light isp polarized and
the incidence angle 79°.
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for the peaks shown in Fig. 2. The center of peak cor
sponding to the point marked with parentheses in Fig. 3
not been observed; only its low-energy tail, which has be
fitted to a Lorentzian, has been observed~Fig. 4!. As dis-
cussed below the low-energy side of the emission peaks
this line shape.

We thus observe an emission peak that shifts graduall
lower energy as the deposition time is increased and the
a critical coverage is exceeded, remains at a nearly cons
initial-state energy. The peak height passes a maximum
slightly lower coverage than needed to obtain saturation
the energy shift. The coverages given in the present pape
based on the assumption that the first monolayer is comp
at saturation of the shift.

The width of the Fermi edge is used to determine
surface temperature. With an experimental resolution
around 5 meV suggested by the 7-meV width of the ela
beam transmitted by the loss spectrometer the main co
bution to the width of the edge comes from the Fermi dis
bution at the temperatures used~above 128 K!. The width of
the Fermi edge is measured either at low Na coverage o
large emission angles when the spectra are relatively flat

he
r-

FIG. 2. The photoelectron energy spectra shown in Fig. 1
vided by the Fermi cutoff function.

FIG. 3. Initial-state energy vs coverage for the emission p
~shown in Figs. 1 and 2! due to a discrete overlayer state charact
istic of Na monolayers on Cu~111!.
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56 1595HIGH-RESOLUTION PHOTOEMISSION FROMA . . .
the edge. As expected for a free-electron-like overlayer
energy has a minimum atki50 and is proportional to the
square of the parallel wave vector~Fig. 5!. Due to the low
kinetic energy, around 1 eV, the trajectory of the photoel
trons and the effective mass value obtained, 0.5me , is sensi-
tive to stray fields near the sample. The small range oki

values in one direction~Fig. 5! is due to a limit set by an
aperture admitting the light beam into the sample comp
ment.

When more than one atomic layer is adsorbed the em
sion intensity due to the monolayer state decreases and
other peak, approximately 100 meV aboveEF , ascribed to
two-atomic-layers-thick parts of the overlayer appears~Fig.
6!. This state is observed for coverages above around
ML. The energy distributions shown in Fig. 6 are deriv
from spectra recorded with the sample kept at 165 K dur
deposition and measurement. The results obtained at RT
quite similar but the peaks are somewhat better resolve

FIG. 4. The low-energy tail of an emission peak~filled circles!
due to the discrete overlayer state characteristic of Na monola
on Cu~111! at 0.58-ML Na coverage fit to a Lorentzian~full drawn
curve!. The tail has been obtained by dividing the recorded sp
trum with the Fermi cutoff function. The photon energy is 3.82 e
the incidence angle 79°, and the spectrum is recorded along
surface normal.

FIG. 5. Energy vs parallel wave vector for the discrete overla
state characteristic of Na monolayers on Cu~111!.
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the lower temperature. The peak characteristic of two atom
layers shifts downwards by 25 meV when the coverage
changed from 1.75 to 2 ML. The peak characteristic of one
atomic-layer-thick regions shows a similar shifts but to
higher energy. The shifts observed during the formation
the second layer are thus small compared to the shift o
served in the monolayer coverage range.

B. Widths and line shapes

The widths of the emission peaks depend on the covera
and on the temperature. The coverage dependence is part
larly strong in the monolayer range~Fig. 7!. The width is
small and almost constant between 0.87 and 0.96 ML of N
and rises sharply above 0.96 ML. Also the line shape d
pends on coverage. At coverages that produce a narr
emission peak the line shape is quite well reproduced by
Lorentzian~Fig. 8!, while the peak is asymmetric for cover-
ages giving a broader peak. Even then the low-kinetic-ener
side of the peak is Lorentzian and narrow compared to th
high-energy side.
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-
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FIG. 6. Emission peaks obtained as in Fig. 2 for different N
coverages between 1 and 2 ML. The peaks at aroundE2EF

520.1 eV and 0.1 eV are due to one- and two-atomic-layers-thic
areas of the Na film, respectively.

FIG. 7. The width parameter 2D vs coverage for the monolayer
state emission peak measured at RT.
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1596 56CARLSSON, HELLSING, LINDGREN, AND WALLDÉN
The temperature dependence of the width was stud
mainly at coverages near one full atomic layer when
peaks are narrow. As shown in Fig. 9 the width chan
nearly linearly with temperature in the probed range betw
128 K and RT. The full drawn curve in Fig. 9 is obtained,
discussed further below, by fitting a theoretical express
for the width to the experimental values. Also for a tw
atomic-layer-thick film there is, as shown in Fig. 10, a su
stantial narrowing of the linewidth as the temperature is
duced. Since the 2-ML state lies 0.1 eV aboveEF the
occupancy is strongly reduced by cooling. The spectr
therefore changes dramatically as the temperature is red
~Fig. 10!. One should note that the intensity is reduced
only above the Fermi edge but also below it. The shoul
aboveEF ~Fig. 10! is strongly reduced due to the lowe
population of the state. For energies belowEF the Fermi

FIG. 8. A Lorentzian with a full width at half maximum 2D of
42-meV~full drawn curve! fit to the emission peak~dots! recorded
at 130 K for 0.95 ML of Na on Cu~111! along the surface normal a
3.82-eV photon energy.

FIG. 9. The width parameter 2D plotted vs temperature fo
monolayer state emission peaks measured at 0.95-ML Na cove
on Cu~111!. The solid line is a fit to the experimental points~filled
circles! obtained, as discussed in the text, from Eq.~4! with adjust-
able parametersD0 andl to account for contributions to the widt
due to impurities and defects and due to the electron-phonon
pling, respectively.
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factor increases but the higher emission intensity expec
from this is more than compensated for by the narrowing
the emission line as the temperature is reduced. We also
that the intensity is reduced as the temperature is lowe
~Fig. 11!. Since the peak height obtained after compensa
for the Fermi factor is quite sensitive to errors in the te
perature determination for a state this far above the Fe
level we will not base any discussion on the temperat
dependence of the intensity. The two other parameters
interest, the energy and the linewidth, are much less affe
by uncertainties in the temperature determination.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Energy shifts

While the discrete states studied here are found in
sorbed Na films similar states would be expected to appe
the films could be prepared surrounded by vacuum. Thi
shown by band-structure calculations, which have been m
for 1–5 ML of Li ~Ref. 6! and for a Na monolayer in

ge

u-

FIG. 10. Photoelectron energy spectra recorded at 3.82-eV p
ton energy along the surface normal of Cu~111! covered with 2 ML
of Na with the sample at RT~upper spectrum! and at 165 K.

FIG. 11. The photoelectron energy spectra shown in Fig,
divided by the Fermi cutoff function.
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vacuum.7 For the Na monolayer and the next lowest band
energy minimum atki50 is calculated to lie 0.5 eV abov
EF . If the monolayer is placed on a Cu~111! substrate the
energy falls within theL gap of thes,p band, which means
that one of the vacuum tails becomes replaced by an osc
tory tail into the substrate. The phase shifts are differen
the vacuum barrier and the metal-metal interface and th
fore the energy is different when the layer is adsorbed.9 The
energy is downshifted to 0.1 eV belowEF and the band is
occupied over a small area at the center of the surface B
louin zone as observed here~Fig. 5!. As shown by the cal-
culations for Li aki50 state appears close aboveEF also if
the film is two atomic layers thick and the corresponding
state is observed here 0.1 eV above the Fermi level.
energies lower than this the calculations show that there
two more states atki50. These fall below theL gap and,
upon adsorption, form resonances with the subst
s,p-band electrons. The energies are below the range pro
with the small photon energy used here. With photon en
gies around 6 eV the resonance with the highest energy
recently observed.8

Quantum-well states near belowEF for alkali-metal
monolayers on Cu~111! have been observed previously9–13

but not the gradual shift in energy observed here with
creasing coverage. However, a shift of approximately
magnitude observed has been predicted using a sim
phase-shift analysis.2 In qualitative terms the downward shi
is produced by a more attractive potential in the overlaye
more Na atoms are accommodated. This shift is balan
only in part by a shift to higher energy expected due to
increase of the work function typical of alkali-metal mon
layers when the coverage is increased from half to full mo
layer coverage. For Na on Cu~111! the work function in-
creases from a minimum value of 2.1 eV to 2.7 eV in th
coverage range.

For quantitative estimates the quantum-well state ene
is obtained from the phase conditionFB1FC12FD
52pm, m50,1,2,..., whereFB andFC are the phase shift
at the vacuum barrier and at the overlayer-substrate inter
respectively andFD is the phase accumulation across t
overlayer. The application of this phase model to vario
overlayer-substrate combinations has been discussed i
cent reports.14,15 For Na overlayers we assume the poten
to be flat in the overlayer, which means thatFD52kNL,
whereL is the thickness of an atomic layer andN the num-
ber of layers. For the states 0.1 eV below and aboveEF for
1 and 2 ML, respectively, the phase condition is satisfied
m5N. To obtain the wave vectork in the submonolayer
range it is assumed that the monolayer defines a volume
is increasingly filled with uniformly distributed atoms as th
coverage increases. Provided the overlayer is neutral
then expects the Fermi energy to be proportional toQ2/3,
whereQ is the coverage in units such thatQ51 is one full
monolayer. To fix the proportionality constant we furthe
more assume that the electron density at full monolayer c
erage is the same as for bulk Na. To estimate the influenc
the work-function change on the energy we have used
approximation16 FB /p5@(3.4 eV)/(Ev2E)#1/221, where
EV is the vacuum level. WithL53.05 Å, which is the thick-
ness of a close-packed Na layer, and using the meas
e
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coverage dependence of the work function we obtain a shif
with the correct sign and a magnitude which is 65% of the
measured.2

From the emission angle dependence of the spectrum
~Fig. 5! it is clear that the overlayer state observed in normal
emission is the low-energy edge of an energy band. This
band becomes partially occupied as the coverage exceed
0.85 ML when the peak shifts below the Fermi level. On this
point our results are in apparent conflict with previous
work,3,10 which suggests that there is a stepwise change o
the electronic structure in this coverage range producing a
stepwise change in the occupancy of the subband. A quit
similar abrupt change was observed also for Li on
Be~0001!.4 Based on this observation and the fact that, as for
Na on Cu~111!, there is a disorder-order structural transfor-
mation in the coverage range of interest it was suggested tha
the stepwise change could be a manifestation of a transfor
mation to metal character for the overlayer.

We note that our measured and estimated energies ap
proach the empty state energies found by Fischeret al.3 If
our photoemission results are combined with the PPES re
sults by Fischeret al.3 one finds that one state can be moni-
tored over almost the entire monolayer coverage range, from
low coverages when the energy is about 1 eV below the
vacuum level to full monolayer coverage when it is 0.1 eV
below the Fermi level~Fig. 12!. One notes in Fig. 12 that
there is still a gap in coverage and energy between the tw
experiments, which, however, may be explained by the en
ergy limits of the experimental methods used. Simply by
changing the monolayer coverage one may thus modify the
quantum well such that a state may shift from the image
potential region to the occupied range of energies.

A question that remains to be answered is how far to-
wards the low coverage limit this range of continuously tun-
able quantum-well-state energy extends. According to the

FIG. 12. Energy vs Na coverage on Cu~111! for filled states
observed here~filled circles! and empty states observed by Fischer
et al. ~Ref. 3! ~open circles!. The point within parentheses is ob-
tained as shown in Fig. 4.
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PPES results3 there is such a limit and the shifting state w
described as an alkali-adsorption-induced state. On the o
hand no similar limit is observed for the shift of the Cu~111!
surface state 0.4 eV below the Fermi level. Regarding
low coverage limit one should also point out that, due
surface defects, the results obtained for small adsorbate
sities may not be representative of terrace sites. From c
level spectra for alkali metals on A1~111! it was concluded
that initially upon deposition the adatoms assume de
sites.17

The fact that we observe two quantum-well-state emiss
peaks for a wide range of coverages between one and
atomic layers shows that the second layer grows via the
mation of monolayer high islands on top of the first atom
layer. The small downshift, by around 25 meV, observed
the state as the coverage is varied is ascribed to a la
average size of the islands when more Na is adsorbed.
island size places a limit on how small lateral wave vect
that can be used to form the quantum-well state. Since,
cording to the dispersion shown above~Fig. 5!, the energy is
proportional to the square of the lateral wave vector the
served shift is in the direction expected from the lateral qu
tum size effect.

B. Width and line shape

As may be expected the widths of the emission pe
reflect the disorder of the overlayer. According to low
energy electron diffraction observations18 the Na atoms form
an ordered structure for coverages above 0.89 ML and in
range between 0.87 and 0.96 ML the peak width is sm
~Fig. 7!. The probable explanation for the increased wid
measured when the coverage is increased beyond 0.96
~Fig. 7! is that Na atoms start to occupy sites in the seco
layer already before the first layer is complete. This ma
the monolayer quantum well less well defined and the ene
spread bigger. When the emission peak is narrow the
shape is close to a Lorentzian~Fig. 8!. As the coverage is
decreased below 0.87 ML the increased width is accom
nied by an increased asymmetry, with a lower slope on
high-energy side. The low-energy part of the peak is s
close to a Lorentzian.

There are few previous observations of line shapes
widths at different temperatures for discrete valence elec
states close toEF . Recently results have been reported
emission lines due to surface states near belowEF in the
s,p band gap atL characteristic of the~111! surface of the
noble metals.19,20 As found here for overlayer states th
emission out of these surface states is characterized
Lorentzian line shape. The width measured for the Cu~111!
surface state emission peak is found in Ref. 20 to incre
linearly with temperature in the temperature range stud
30–600 K. The line shape, the absolute values observed
the width and its temperature dependence, suggests tha
width can be ascribed to a lifetime that is limited by electro
phonon scattering. As far as we know there is no theoret
prediction for valence levels regarding photoemission wid
and line shapes due to thermal motion. More typical for
lence states is that the initial energy is far enough fromEF
that electron-electron scattering limits the hole lifetime. A
cording to Quinn the energy spread atT50 due to the lim-
er
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ited hole lifetime for a free-electron-like metal is to a goo
approximation21,22 given by ImS50.001 r S

5/2(E2EF)
2 eV.

This theoretical estimate is of the right order to account
the width, 0.44 eV full width at half maximum, observed fo
a surface state on Be~0001! 2.8 eV belowEF and the emis-
sion peak has the expected Lorentzian shape.23 In the present
case, with electron energies within 0.1 eV of the Fermi le
and anr S value somewhere between those for Cu and Na,
estimated width is less than 1 meV. At nonzero temperat
there is also an additional term, proportional toT2, which is
expected to contribute less than 1 meV at temperature
interest.24

A straight line fitted to the widths plotted versus tempe
ture in Fig. 9 has a slope of 0.12 meV/K for 0.95-ML Na.
the recent work on Cu~111! a similar linear relationship was
found for the photo-emission width of the surface state
eV belowEF ~Ref. 20! and the authors note that the slop
obtained, 0.074 meV/K, givesl50.14 for the electron-
phonon coupling constant. This value is close to the theor
cally estimated value obtained for bulk Cu when averag
over the Fermi surface,l50.15.25

Analyzing the theoretically derived formula for the ph
non broadening, presented by Grimval,25 McDougallet al.20

discuss the temperature and binding energy dependenc
the width. They point out that the expression for the phon
broadening, 2D52plkBT, valid for thermal energies wel
above the phonon energies,26 should be approximately valid
also for thermal energies well below the maximum phon
energy. Furthermore they indicate that the width is nea
independent of the binding energy in the temperature ra
from zero to RT, as long as the binding energy exceeds
phonon energies.

In the present case the monolayer state is a hybrid w
the electron spending approximately half of its time in t
Cu substrate and half in the Na overlayer. For a Na cover
of 0.95 ML the slope obtained when the measured width
plotted versuskBT ~Fig. 9! yields l50.24. This could then
reflect a larger coupling constant for Na than for Cu.
slightly stronger temperature dependence is observed for
width of the 2-ML state and this could then be explained
the fact that this electron spends a larger fraction of its ti
in the alkali metal. However, the theoretically estimatedl
values for Na (0.1660.03) and for Cu (0.1560.03) ~Ref.
25! are nearly equal and both smaller than the value obtai
in the present experiment. This suggests that either
electron-phonon coupling is stronger in ultrathin Na film
than in bulk Na or that there are additional temperatu
dependent broadening mechanisms not accounted for.

From a theoretical analysis of the self-energy of the h
state we have derived an expression for the phonon-indu
lifetime broadening.27 The overlayer electron statesCm, ki

are quantized (m) in the direction normal to the surface an
are of plane-wave type parallel to it. According to th
model27 the main contribution to the width is due to inte
subband scattering, which implies that the electrons cou
predominantly to phonons polarized perpendicular to the s
face. The phonon modes of particular interest are there
the organ-pipe-like ones, which have been studied ex
sively for alkali-metal overlayers using inelastic H
scattering.28–30
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In Fig. 13 the intersubband scattering from subbandm
50 to the hole state atG in subbandm51 is indicated. This
subband picture is a simplification since, for the real syst
them50 subband falls in the energy range of the substr
s,p band and therefore it is resonance broadened. The
dashed lines correspond to absorption (1\V) and emission
(2\V) of a phonon. The width, given by the imaginary pa
of the self-energy, can be written as27

2D5~p/2!l\Vg~T!, ~1!

wherel is the electron-phonon coupling constant, and\V
the energy of the characteristic phonon mode. The temp
ture dependence is described by the functiong(T),

g~T!52 coth~\V/2kBT!1tanh@~E2EF2\V!/2kBT#

2tanh@~E2EF1\V!/2kBT#, ~2!

whereE is the hole state energy andEF the Fermi energy. In
the high-temperature limit one obtains 2D52plkBT. In the
modell has the form

l5ZK du0dz Uu1L 1 K u0Udu1dz L Z2 1

na

me

M S Vq

\V D 2, ~3!

where um(z) is the electron wave function normal to th
surface,na the density of adsorbed atoms,me the electron
mass,M the mass of the adsorbed atom,Vq a Fourier com-
ponent of the electron potential whereq is the parallel wave
vector of the phonon mode with angular frequencyV.

In order to compare with the experimentally determin
widths we add a term 2D0 to account for presumably tem
perature independent contributions to the width due to im
rities and defects. The expression used for comparison
experiment therefore reads

2D52D01~p/2!l\Vg~T!. ~4!

FIG. 13. A schematic subband diagram where the thick das
lines indicate electron scattering involving phonon absorptio
(1\V) and emission (2\V). The hole, corresponding to 0.95 M
of Na on Cu~111!, is indicated by the open circle 80 meV below th
Fermi level (EF). The vertical arrow indicates the magnitude of t
phonon wave vector. The lower subband is obtained by assumi
free electron band structure for the Na monolayer.
,
te
o

a-

-
th

In Fig. 9 we display the theoretical width obtained fro
this formula when the parametersD0 andl are used to fit the
experimental widths shown in the same diagram. For
case of 0.95 ML Na on Cu~111! we have E2EF5
280 meV and\V518 meV.28

Thus uEF2Eu@\V, which according to the expressio
above results in the asymptotic behavior, 2D→2D0
1pl\V as T→0. The fit to the experiment gives 2D0
523 meV and as beforel50.24. From the comparison be
tween experiment and theory we are thus able to estimate
influence of impurities and defects on the measured li
widths. It is furthermore interesting to note that, according
Eq. ~4!, at low temperatures (kBT,\V) the temperature de
pendence of the width depends strongly on the hole ene
E, whenE is varied in the rangeuE2EFu,\V. This will be
discussed elsewhere.27

The asymmetric peak shape observed in the low cover
range of the experiment is ascribed to disorder in the mo
layer. Photoelectrons heading in other directions may
scattered by the atoms in the overlayer into the spectrome
The asymmetry is then explained by the positive dispers
of the energy band, which means that quasielastic scatte
events will contribute only to the high-energy side of t
emission peak.

V. CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution photoemission spectroscopy has b
used to study quantum-well-type states characteristic of
and two atomic layers of Na on Cu~111!. The ki50 state
characteristic of a monolayer shifts gradually to lower en
gies as the coverage is increased. Above 0.85 ML the sta
below the Fermi energy and when full monolayer coverag
exceeded, it remains at a nearly constant energy, 0.1 eV
neathEF . The peak height reaches a maximum at a sligh
lower coverage than needed for saturation of the energy s
Combining the present and previous results one finds
surface and overlayer state energies shift in a gradual ma
as the monolayer coverage is changed. If the coverag
increased above 1 ML the intensity of this peak decrea
and from approximately 1.3 ML a state characteristic o
ML is observed. Between 1.7 and 2 ML the 2-ML sta
shows a downshift by 25 meV to 0.1 eV aboveEF . The shift
is ascribed to lateral quantization due to the limited size
islands formed by Na atoms in the second atomic layer
top of the first full layer.

The widths of the emission peaks depend on the temp
ture and the coverage. At nearly full monolayer coverage
quantum-well state gives a narrow Lorentzian line havin
width that increases linearly with temperature in the ran
probed ~130–295 K!. The width is assigned to a phono
limited lifetime, which is a factor of around 2 shorter tha
expected for a state nearEF in bulk Na or Cu. For the less
well ordered monolayers the line shape for electrons emi
along the surface normal is asymmetric with a Lorentz
line shape only on the low-energy side. The asymmetry
ascribed to quasielastic scattering, which contributes to
spectrum only on the high-energy side of the emission pe
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